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Answer five questions only

1.

a' Explain the specific objective, Objective and goal through curriculum practice for expected
at classroom level- i (lo marks)

b' If achieve the national goal, that is based on the effective teaching and leaming process at
classroom level. Describe this statement base on teaching and.learniigprocess. (10 marks)

a' What are the benefits of preparation of question paper througf the knowledge of Cognitivedomain? (10 marks)

; b' Explain the attitude and interest to achieve the educational objective of &ffective domain and
i describe the methods of measure this two concept. (10 marks)
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l3' 
When the preparing of the "notes of lesson" how to plan the following concept.l-

i

a. Specific objective

b. Competency level.

c. Reinforcement

d. Evaluation (4x5:20marks)

When compare the essay and structural type question; the structural type question are more
lective for measured. Give five reasons for justification above statement. (10 marks)

What is the role of teacher for organized classroom climate? Give five example and explains.

(10 marks)



5.

a. What are the importance five

b. Problems solving methods is

statement.

steps for teaching in project method and explain five benefits'

(10 marks)

the importance for the students learning process. Explain this

(10 marks)
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6.

a. Explain the effective teaching and classroom management and how its

performance.

b. When the teacher prepare the "scheme of wotk" give five importance

involve the student's

(10 marks)

factors and explain.

(10 marks)

7.

a. Give five management strategies on effective classroom and explain and the teacher time

managementhowtoimprovetheirprofessiona1deve1opment.

b. How to good memory of the teacher achieve the effective classroom nfanagement. Explair'

with five example. ", (i0 mark$

8. Briefly explain the following statement'
*

a. What are the advantages of Lecturer method teaching?

b. what are the disadvantages of multiple teaching method?

c. Objective of the Group teaching method'

d. What are the benefits of teaching aids? (4 x 5 :20 markr

6.


